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DEKTON XGLOSS
ULTRABRILLIANT SURFACES

SPECTRA
SOLID Collection
DEKTON XGLOSS is the new family of polished Dekton surfaces
with extraordinary crystalline shine.
A gloss that offers a radiant sparkle unlike any other, whilst
maintaining the well-known physical resilience of Dekton.
Highly scratch-resistant.
Resistant to stains.
Maximum resistance to fire and heat.

THE BRILLIANCE IS DEKTON

COSENTINO CITY SINGAPORE
34/35 Duxton Road. Singapore 089499 / +65 6713 9543 / csea@cosentino.com
WWW.DEKTON.COM

F CosentinoAsia

the editor’s note

Dear Readers
Hello, you.
With every ending comes a vibrant new beginning. I
am Nicole Lee, the new editor for Bathroom + Kitchen
today. I am stoked to be helming the magazine from
this issue on and I hope you continue to enjoy it just as
much, if not more.
Our bathroom cover story delves into the curious case
of our shrinking space. In times of cram-ness, what do
you do? Many might tell you the secret is in having
dual function furniture, but I think they’re missing
another important point. Take a step back and relook
your bathroom with us as we present four quaint
installations that will breathe a new lease of life into
your crowded quarters.
The next story focuses on the most important room in
a home: the kitchen. Most of us have traditional ideas
about a kitchen – a stove, a fridge and a counter. But
do you know more and more homes are turning to
professional-grade kitchens for inspiration on their
own? Culinary dons on a polished new coat in these six
highlights of our kitchen story.

6

Time for school! Being a fashion fanatic, I recently
observed that the intricate geometries of the classic
tile have crept into many a designer’s inspiration
palette, with brands such womenswear giant Forever
21 taking the wheel. Grab a pencil and start taking
notes as we take a class in geometry, exploring what
repetitive patterns can bring to a room.
Our product specials revolve around day-to-day
products taken for a spin. These products are a twist
on the norm, providing a fresh perspective on formerly
ordinary items. A rolling flower pot and a light bulb
within a stripped cube? The catalogue will surprise at
every turn.
Have a lovely time reading!

Nicole Lee
Editor

showroom by Econflo Systems, your bathroom solutions

and others
401 Commonwealth Drive, #01-01, Lobby B
Haw Par Technocentre, Singapore 149598
Tel: +65 6396 3738 Fax: +65 6396 3736
Email: sales@econflo.com Website: www.econflo.com
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A R C H X P O, H E A D L I N E R O F T H E LO N G S TA N D I N G
A R C H I F E S T S E R I E S, H I G H L I G H T S N E W T E C H N O LO G I E S
A N D A D VA N C E S I N T H E W O R L D O F D E S I G N

C

o-organized by Singapore Institute
of Architects and Conference &
Exhibition Management Services Pte
Ltd, ArchXpo 2016, the 3rd International
Exhibition for Architecture & The Built
Environment is the latest addition to the
key pillars of the Archifest series.
ArchXpo 2016 will be the key showcase
of relevant technologies, products and
related services in the architectural and
built environment industries. It will also
be a key gathering of industry experts and
talents that make for excellent architectural
and built environment design, as well as
an invaluable platform for the exchange
of research and innovation in architectural
design, practice and education.
It will also be held in conjunction with
the International Facility Management
Expo 2016, LED+Light Asia 2016, Safety
& Security Asia 2016, Fire & Disaster Asia
2016 and Work Safe Asia 2016, making it
a comprehensive and integrated platform
for all building needs under one roof!

Together, the repertoire of exhibitions will be geared towards providing an integrated
marketing platform for Southeast Asia’s architectural and building industries.
A total of 250 companies have thrown their names in as exhibitors and over 9000 trade
professionals are expected to attend.
For more information, visit www.archxpo.com.sg.

H O S P I TA L S T Y L E A S I A LO O K S B E YO N D T H E B I G P I C T U R E
A N D I N TO T H E D E TA I L S , F R O M F U R N I S H I N G S TO
TA B L E WA R E

H

ospitality Style Asia 2016, the 9th International Hospitality
Interiors, Contract Furnishing, Lighting & Tableware Exhibition
is one of the six specialized events of Food&HotelAsia2016.
HospitalityStyleAsia2016 has grown in tandem with Asia’s thriving
food and hospitality industry and its increasing demand for
stylish products and innovative concepts as businesses strive to
enhance their business offerings and create unique experiences
for their customers.
With new and exciting launches and elegant exhibits, ranging
from furnishings and fittings to guest amenities and cutlery,
the show are expected to attract tens of thousands of trade
professionals from across Asia. HospitalityStyleAsia2016 will be
an excellent platform for sourcing, networking and business
prospecting for everyone in Asia’s food and hospitality industry.
For more information, visit www.foodnhotelasia.com.

8

HEART MADE.
HAND FINISHED.
Created with Swiss precision and high quality demands. Combined
with the love for detail, exceptional bathroom concepts come to life:
LAUFEN ILBAGNOALESSI One, design by Stefano Giovannoni.

Roca Bathroom Products Singapore Pte Ltd (199503842Z)
8 Burn Road #12-07 Trivex, Singapore 369977
Tel : +65 6333 4080 Fax : +65 6636 7476 www.sg.roca.com
Roca Malaysia Sdn Bhd (5554-M)
Level 3A, West Wing, Quattro West, No.4, Lorong Persiaran Barat, 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
Tel : +603 7952 2522 Fax : +603 7952 2696 www.my.roca.com E-mail : enquiries@my.roca.net
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B U I L DT E C H A S I A R E T U R N S F O R T H E S I X T H Y E A R F O R A
N E W LO O K AT TO DAY ’S CO N S T R U C T I O N C H A L L E N G E S

T

he 6th edition of BuildTech Asia is
the region’s leading trade show for
the building and construction industry
that addresses the challenges of building
and construction across different vertical
industries such as power generation,
pharmaceutical,
petrochemical
and
manufacturing.
Dedicated to make a difference to the
future of the industry, this 3-day trade
event provides a platform for business
professionals to showcase, share, learn
and succeed in the regional built sector.
Organized by Sphere Exhibits and
hosted by the Building and Construction
Authority of Singapore, BuildTech Asia
2016 aims to help companies in their
development and growth process as they
cope with the demands of an evolving
industry facing a tightening of foreign
workers supply and a constant elevation
of acceptable standards.
Admission is open to trade professionals
only and there is no charge to visit the
exhibition.
For more information, visit
www.buildtechasia.com.

W O R L D C I T I E S S U M M I T S R E MA I N S K E Y E V E N T O F T H E
Y E A R F O R I N D U S T R Y I N S I D E R S LO O K I N G TO D O M O R E

T

he biennial World Cities Summit is an
exclusive platform for government
leaders, industry experts to address
livable, and sustainable city challenges,
share integrated urban solutions and
forge new partnerships.
Jointly organized by Singapore’s Centre for
Livable Cities and Urban Redevelopment
Authority, key highlights of the Summit
include the Lee Kuan Yew World City
Prize, and the annual World Cities Summit
Mayors Forum.
The World Cities Summit Mayors Forum
anchors the Summit. It is an annual byinvitation only global event for city leaders
to discuss pressing urban issues and share

10
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best practices with one another. The peerto-peer platform invites mayors and senior
leaders from international organizations
and the industry to exchange experiences
in developing integrated urban solutions,
building economic and environmental
resilience, engaging with communities
and sustaining a high quality of life in
urban regions. In 2016, mayors and
city leaders will engage in roundtable
discussions about:
Highly anticipated this year is the Lee
Kuan Yew World City Prize Lecture
& Forum – The Prize recognizes
outstanding international initiatives
for city excellence by outstanding
individuals and organizations who have
contributed urban initiatives, policies or
projects which epitomize foresight, good
governance or innovation in overcoming
the challenges faced by cities. Lecture and
forum discussions will focus on four key
pillars that are instrumental to the success
of every city and its quality of urban life
- livability, vibrancy, sustainability and
quality of life.

There are also site visits available through the day. They are specially designed halfday tours that offer World Cities Summit participants first-hand perspectives on how
policies and ideas can be implemented successfully. Hosted by diverse public sector
agencies in Singapore, these visits will give participants a behind-the-scenes look at real
issues while providing unique, practical learning experiences.
For more information, visit www.worldcitiessummit.com.sg.
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T H I S D E S I G N E R ’S K E E N E Y E F O R CO LO R R E S U LT S I N A
POPPING SIGHT FOR THE EYES

P

op stands for “popular” or “popular sanitary ware”, collection
characterized by “a design for everyone”, which aims to reach a
broader aesthetic consensus . An Industrial design with harmony,
simplicity and popularity as identifying elements along with
immediate and proportionate signs that arouse instantaneous
empathy on the end user. Formally, the conical and linear base
opens out into a thick ceramic rim that animates the outline.
The collection includes wall-hung, back to wall sanitary-ware, wallhung, countertop washbasins and a freestanding washbasin.
The Pop back to wall water closet, in particular, can be easily fixed
on new and old installations through the use of an adjustable
flush, this solution being particularly useful for not breaking the
existing walls when renovating the bathroom area.
For more information, visit www.meneghellopaolelli.com.
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PHILLIS

BRAVAT Singapore Pte. Ltd. [Exclusive Distributor]
1 Commonwealth Lane #01-10/17 One Commonwealth Singapore 149544 | Tel : +65 6659 1868 | Fax : +65 6659 1968 | Email : sales@bravat.com.sg
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TOTO ’S R I M L E S S TO I L E T S E L I M I N AT E C H A N C E S O F
B A C T E R I A H I D I N G U N D E R H A R D - TO - R E A C H R I M S

O

utfitted with a trio of technologies that
are the fruit of decades of research
and development, the TOTO rimless
toilets are the embodiment of intelligent
hygiene. Paired together with TOTO’s
global bestselling Washlet, these toilets are
have been a real royal flush for consumers
who prioritise comfort and hygiene in their
toilets above everything else.

“A clean toilet is a real pleasure to
experience, and TOTO’s toilets are
unsurpassed in both cleanliness and
comfort. The elegant rimless feature of
TOTO toilets, a marvelously simple piece of
design technology, has really elevated their
toilets above others in terms of hygiene,”
says Mr Gani Atmadiredja, Managing
Director of W. Atelier. “At the end of the day,
the washroom is the safe haven to which
we retreat to after a hectic work day and
where we prepare ourselves first thing in the morning for the busy day ahead. It therefore
stands to reason that we want the very best toilet experiences – and frankly, nothing
comes close to the overall TOTO bathroom experience.”
Many models of TOTO’s toilets are rimless because of how much this simple design feature
helps in maintaining high standards of cleanliness. The rimless feature of TOTO’s toilets has
become increasingly effective at maintaining cleanliness over the years with continual
improvements through research and development. By eliminating the rim, there are no
longer hard-to-reach crevices for germs to lurk in, hence also making it easier to clean
thoroughly.
For more information, visit www.totousa.com.
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CLARK
E X PA N D S
ITS
V E R S AT I L E
E V O LU T I O N
CARE SINK RANGE

C

lark is at the forefront
of
understanding
Australian
lifestyles,
designing sinks that have
evolved way beyond their
traditional utilitarian role.
The Evolution Care range
has been locally designed
and engineered by the Clark
Research and Development
team
in
consultation
with leading Australian
Architects and Specifiers.
Clark, one of Australia’s leading suppliers of kitchen sinks, is
proud to introduce the Evolution Care range which includes
various bowl sizes and configurations. The range feature sleek
lines and geometric angles for a bold, clean and contemporary
look. Each design can accommodate both sink mixer and instant
boiled/chilled drinking water appliances, and comes with a
complimentary stainless steel sink basket plug & waste.
Designed for use in both Commercial and Care environments,
the sleek new Single Bowl Overmount and Single End Bowl
Overmount sinks have been specifically designed to allow multiple
tapware installation options. The 145 mm bowl depth aids knee
toe clearance, and side tapware landing allows tapware to be
installed within 300mm from the front of the bench for greater
accessibility.
For more information, visit www.clark.com.au.
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E N H A N C E YO U R B AT H I N G E X P E R I E N C E W I T H V I C TO R I A
+ A L B E R T B AT H’S N E W LU X U R I O U S T U B S

F

rom the times of Hippocrates through today, bathing has
been used as an effective tool to renew and revive our bodies.
Enhancing a sense of positive personal contentment and balance,
bathing serves as a stimulus for healthy emotional well being.
Thanks to its calming effect, bathing also encourages physical
well being by inducing deep relaxation, stimulating circulation
and supporting good skincare that can provide a feeling of selfconfidence and satisfaction.
Crafted and designed to deliver a superior bathing experience,
freestanding baths from British brand Victoria + Albert are
equipped with sophisticated aesthetics to turn any bathroom
setting into an oasis of calm and well-being. The exquisite Napoli,
Barcelona and ios freestanding baths encapsulate graceful
aesthetics, offering the same tranquil vibes of a spa.
They are beautifully warm and pleasant to the touch, and are able
to maintain water temperature for longer duration due to the
material’s excellent insulating properties. The baths’ freestanding
form also reveals more wall and floor space than built-in
alternatives and creates a sense of space, essential to create a
warm and peaceful environment.
With its alluringly modern look and generous dimensions, the
Barcelona bath promises unsurpassed comfort and style. Doubleended for elegant symmetry, the bath boasts luxuriously deep
well and ergonomically shaped ends for the ultimate comfort in
shared bathing.
For more information, visit www.vandabaths.com.
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L E S S I S M O R E: S W I S S B AT H R O O M S P E C I A L I S T L AU F E N
P R E S E N T S I T S N E W, R I M L E S S W C, W H I C H P R E V E N T S T H E
BUILD-UP OF GERMS AND ODOURS

L

ess is more: With a new design and innovative flushing
technology, the Swiss bathroom specialist Laufen presents its
new, rimless WC, which prevents the build-up of germs and odour.
They are universally familiar: those toilet cleaner bottles with
their bent necks, deodorizing tablets and toilet brushes with rim
cleaners. Inventors have come up with all manner of solutions for
dealing with accumulations that build up under the flushing rim
of lavatories. And yet the logical solution is so simple: no flushing
rim, no accumulations, no unpleasant smells.
Thanks to innovative flushing technology, the new WC from
Laufen comes without a flushing rim. The water virtually reaches
every part of the inner basin and gives germs and bacteria no
chance to get established.
The new rimless WC offers the highest ever standards of hygiene
and is quick and easy to clean, making it ideal for public facilities,
hotels and all well frequented places where cleaning times need
to be quick and a high degree of hygiene guaranteed. However,
the rimless WC from Laufen is also a welcome alternative to a
conventional WC in private homes, as here, too, there are great
advantages to easy cleaning.
The rimless WC flushes powerfully and without splashing, whether
it uses 6 and 3 or 4.5 and 3 litres. Its minimal internal design gives
a clear visual indication of its improved levels of hygiene. Here,
design represents aesthetics and hygiene, form and function.
For more information, visit www.laufen.com.
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R E X A O P T S F O R A S U N N Y S I D E U P, A L L Y E L LO W G LO W
F O R T H E I R M I N I MA L I S T CO L L E C T I O N

D

esigner Monica Graffeo believed in one thing, that “The idea
is to have all necessary things well in view, without creating
an impression of untidiness, in opposite, suggesting the actions
to undertake in our daily routine with a lightly mood, exactly as it
happens on a well laid table.”
Esperanto suggests a new way to live the bathroom area
according to personal the tastes and needs. The collection is
made of modular cabinets with hinged doors that can be wallhung or combined with trestles in order to give more support and
personality. Basins, integrated or over-counter, mirrors and holders
complete the composition.
The shapes are rounded and soft and the washbasin top is
designed to do, comfortably, all the actions that characterized
the daily routine. Over-counter or integrated, the basins can be in
KorakrilTM, Cocciopesto, Murano glass and ceramic.
As in a toelette, mirrors go with the gestures of the person during
his daily personal care with different solutions. Thanks to different
shapes and new functions they complete the bathroom area
customizing it.
For more information, visit www.rexadesign.it/en.

MA I S O N VA L E N T I N A S TAY S G O L D A N D E D G E S TO WA R D S
A N O R I E N TA L F L A I R W I T H T H E I R N E W K O I - I N S P I R E D
CO L L E C T I O N

A

to-be-reckoned with name in the industry, Maison Valentina
furnishes their bathroom division with an exquisite selection
of high-end bathtubs, washbasins, mirrors, lighting and case
goods made with the finest selection of materials and blended
with the extraordinary handwork technique of their artisan
Maison Valentina: Luxury Bathrooms presents freestanding
bathtubs made of aged brushed brass a nd high gloss varnish
finishes, washbasins in black lacquer and gold plated, armchairs
manufactured in synthetic leather or cotton velvet, mirrors
featuring wood, silver leaf with translucent patina.
KOI carp is a recurring symbol of Japanese culture, highly appreciated
by its decorative purposes, not only in water gardens but also in
Irezumi practice or, most commonly, in tattoos. Its natural color
mutations reveal their capacity to adapt, just like our KOI bathtub
fits in your bathroom. KOI is the Japanese word for love or affection,
making the carp also a symbol of love and friendship.
For more information, visit www.maisonvalentina.net.
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Set to revolutionise the bathroom, Ningbo’s new range of clicker waste
systems is an innovative combination of the clicker and plug.
Equipped with a waste body and clicker plug, the system’s clicker plug can
be easily pulled out with ease, making it simple to use and maintain.
Simple and functional, this clicker waster system is a practical addition to
any bathroom, upgrading your bathroom experience effortlessly.
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A
ATWIST ON
THE NORM
RECAP MASON JARS
TO UNVEIL NEW
PRODUCTS AT THE 2016
INTERNATIONAL HOME
and HOUSEWARES SHOW
Stylish and reusable Mason jar solutions for the home
and active lifestyle will be unveiled by reCAP Mason Jars
at the 2016 International Home + Housewares Show,
March 5-8, at McCormick Place in Chicago, Ill.
reCAP can be used with Mason jars for pantry storage, bathroom organization, kitchen creations, and
more. The new reCAP Flip screws onto Mason jars and “flips” open to a large 2 inch opening, ideal for
on-the-go or in-home use.
As Mason jar salads have peaked in popularity, Marketing Director, Carlo Fuda, comments “Preparing
meals in advance allows you to control portions and make healthier choices. Mason jars with reCAP
store conveniently, transport easily, and keep contents fresh.”
Also new from reCAP is the world’s first ever glow-in-the-dark, magnifying bug catcher kit. The reCAP
Explore includes a 32 oz. plastic Mason jar, convenient carrying handle, and glow-in-the-dark cap with
magnifying lid for kids of all ages to get a closer look at nature.
President Karen Rzepecki recalls inventing the cap to shake up homemade dressings in Mason jars.
“After launching, our fans taught us that there are so many more creative uses for reCAP. We often hear
that it’s the most multifunctional gadget in the house. We enjoy helping people discover everyday
solutions that make their lives a little easier.”
For more information, visit www.masonjars.com.
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HUDSON VALLEY LIGHTING BRINGS A NEW
ANGLE TO THE GEOMETRIC TREND WAVE
“Hudson Valley is about more than lighting; it’s about a lifestyle,” insists Hudson Valley Lighting’s founder with
missionary zeal. “We design and build beautiful fixtures for people who put quality first—for people who are
not willing to trade-off that increasingly rare characteristic.” He elaborates: “Our aim is to make a space look
absolutely incredible; therefore, our first goal is always to deliver the very best fixture we can. Of course, we can
only achieve that goal if we keep our products within reach of customers who understand the lasting value of
a well-made fixture, but cannot simply disregard price entirely.”
Keeping with the latest trends, Hudson Valley Lighting introduces their geometrical lights series. Being “square”
has never been so cool. As geometric design increases in popularity, these versatile four-sided shapes are
increasingly invading all aspects of home decor. For your editorial consideration, we present some of our
favorite “fair and square” designs.
It has been said that good design is about tension. Inspired by the Atomic Age, Roundout celebrates the tension
that keeps the universe and the atom alike in perfect place. Tumbling cubes in textured black and metallic are
welded within each other in frozen motion, surrounding a contrasting modern-style brass lighting cluster in the
breathtaking, sculptural fixture.
For more information, visit www.hudsonvalleylighting.com.
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HANSGROHE MAKES IT RAIN
IN YOUR OWN HOME: A SIMPLE
SHOWERHEAD TURNED
LUXURIOUS
With spray discs available in both 46 centimetres and 58 centimetres,
the new Hansgrohe Rainmaker Select Overhead Showers offer a truly
captivating showering experience.
These overhead showers turn showering into a sensual experience
and transform the bathroom into a place of refuge and relaxation. The
assortment is especially appealing thanks to a new white glass surface
– a precious material that turns the products into eye-catchers and
upgrades the bathroom ambience a decisive degree. This, together
with its slender chrome frame, makes the Rainmaker Select look
elegant and white, integrating perfectly into your bathroom.
For more information, visit www.hansgrohe.com.sg.
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ROCA MAKES BULKY WATER CLOSETS
A THING OF THE PAST WITH THEIR
NEWEST INTEGRATED CONCEPT
Roca revolutionises the world of the bathroom with the In-Tank system that, for the very first time,
integrates the cistern in the WC itself. Simplicity, elegance and ease of installation all come together
in a single product. In-Tank marks the beginning of a new era in the world of the bathroom.
The new-generation In-Tank Meridian WCs do not require the installation of either cistern or flush
plate to be fully operational. The WC itself incorporates an integrated tank and flush system. Its
innovative formal aesthetics set new trends in the classic concept of the WC, taking another bold step
towards the future. The In-Tank Meridian forms part of the extensive Meridian bathroom collection.
Roca has created the new In-Tank system, which integrates the cistern into the WC. Its LATEST
technology ensures an optimal, silent flush: it consists of an air pump that pushes the water from the
tank to provide the dual 4.5/3 litre flush.
In-Tank Meridian, with its compact, rounded lines, makes installation easier and avoids the visual
impact of an external cistern. It is the new generation of integrated WCs: all the components
required by the WC form part of it. In-Tank Meridian allows for the elimination of the concealed tank
and the flush plate, thus simplifying installation enormously.
For more information, visit www.sg.roca.com.
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KON BRINGS 5-STAR DESIGNS UP A NOTCH, INTRODUCES
MINIMALIST, INTRICATELY GLAZED COLLECTION
KON has built up a notable portfolio of international exposure
with their extensive catalog of luxurious bathroom products.
They count 5-stars hotels such as Starwood Group, Accor
Group, Four Seasons Hotel Group, Forte Hotel Group, The
Peninsula Hotel Group as just some of their faithful clients.
A minimalist 3k glaze, imported specially from Japan,
primarily defines their newest contemporary ceramic sanitary
collection. For this collection, a special treatment process
and high-pressure casting was implemented during the
manufacturing stage. After 24-hours of continuous high
temperature at 1260 °C, the fired ceramic has a glazed,
smooth, and high-gloss appearance with no pores.
The result is an anti-crack and durable product, with a water
absorption rate of less than 0.5 per cent. Easy to clean and
maintain, the sanitary ware also comes with a toilet collection,
whose defining feature is its height, making it suitable for all
users. Ergonomic in design, Kon’s new collection provides
users an extreme level of comfort while comfortably setting
itself as one of the more stylish structures in the bathroom.
For more information, visit www.kon.com.cn.

DUAL FUNCTION? THIS
NIFTY TECHNOLOGY DOES
TWO JOBS IN A SINGLE,
SWIFT MOTION
Ningbo Bosheng Plumbing Co specializes in faucets, sinks,
basin wastes and sink wastes, as well as bathroom fittings.
Crediting their impressive standards of innovative capability,
the young company has already successfully gained quite a
few state-acknowledged technology patents. The company
develops and invents clicker pop-up for sinks and clicker popup for basins.
One such interesting innovation is the Easy Clicker Waste, the
newest player on the market. Equipped with a waste body
and click plug, this plug can be easily pulled out and back,
making maintenance a breeze.
For more information, visit www.boshengplumbing.com.
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DANCE WITH THE SUN
AND SWAY IN A BREEZE
WITH VOLTASOL’S ROLLING
FLOWERPOT
Voltasol have the gift of mobility. Especially designed to move
according to the trajectory of the sun (which explains his particular
inclination) in order to promote the movement of plants and help
them grow better.
The flowerpot has a semi-conical base that avoids the static nature
of conventional pots, thereby creating a slight movemen that can
either be generated spontaneously or else be induced at will.
The simple movement is created on the axis of the pot. This slight
manipulation of the base that causes a vertex to emerge from its
circular center facilitates the movement o the plant and stimulates
its growth by multiplying the amount of sunlight capable of
reaching the roots and leaves.
Potted plants are apparently static, so why not provide them with
movement to enable them to follow the path of the sun to sway
in a breeze or grow at will? These ideas generate a new flowerpot,
VoltaSol, a tilted pot that facilitates the movement of the plant and
stimulates its growth.
For more information, visit www.wearelivingthings.com.
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A TOUCH OF
CLASS
Projects by Weiken.com

70 Farrer Road Gallop Gables
Designer: Emily Tan
About Weiken.com
Priding themselves on being a one-stop solution
design firm, Weiken.com provides clients with
the best consultation services to create timeless
designs without compromising on practicality.
Each of their design oozes understated class and
precise chicness – with their designers paying
attention not just to each intricate design, but also
to their clients’ needs.
Forging ahead in design
In line with their tag line, Weiken.com constantly
strives for new frontiers in design.
Their Gallop Gables project is a daring showcase of
their idea of a minimalistic kitchen, clad elegantly
in white. In glaring contrast, the bathroom was
done in dark tones, jazzing the place up in a softer
tune.
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Blk 736 Bedok Reservior Road
Designer: Eva Lau

Their
Bedok
Reservoir
project turns an ordinary
HDB flat into one that
exudes a condominium
ambiance,
with
the
limited living room space
fully
maximized
and
transformed, just by a
touch of wooden surfaces.
17 Springleaf Road Bathroom

Weiken.com Group of Companies
Weiken@Tradehub 21
18 Boon Lay Way, Trade Hub 21,
#01-133 S609966
Weiken@Century Square
2 Tampines Central 5 #05-22
Century Square S529509
Weiken@Midview City
24 Sin Ming Lane
#01-103 Midview City S573970
Weiken@Oxley Bizhub 2
62 Ubi Road 1,
#01-04 Oxley Bizhub 2 S408734
Weiken@IMM
2, Jurong East St 21
#03-28F IMM Building S609601
Weiken@BigBox Mall
1 Venture Avenue #03-14
Singapore 608521
For more information, visit:

BCA LICENCE
BUILDER
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Email | weiken@singnet.com.sg
Website | www.weiken.com
Facebook | www.facebook.com/weikeninterior
Hotline | +65 6465 6656
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70 Farrer Road Gallop Gables
Designer: Emily Tan
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GLAMOURING
THE BATHROOM
Text & photos by Laufen Bathroom AG

AHOY THERE! ALL AT SEA WITH LAUFEN PRO AT
MONDRIAN LONDON AT SEA CONTAINERS!

32

Exuding 1920s cruise ship glamour, the guest
bathrooms have been fitted with Laufen
sanitaryware.

The new urban boutique hotel from the Morgans
Hotel Group is an iconic building on London’s South
Bank, offering guests the opportunity to relax in
luxury and comfort throughout.

Working with Design Research Studio under the
creative direction of renowned British designer Tom
Dixon, Laufen products have been chosen to help
give a modern twist to the sophisticated design,
synonymous with the Mondrian brand.

Fitted to a very high standard and drawing design
inspiration from the building’s transatlantic
narrative, Laufen Pro wall-hung WC pans have been
selected for each of the hotel’s 359 rooms and public
washrooms.

project focus| glamouring the bathroom
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Offering a simplistic yet stylish design, the Laufen Pro WC fits seamlessly into the
hotel bathrooms, offering guests an unrivalled level of comfort.
“With the Sea Containers building being such an iconic structure and of such
historical importance to the city, it is essential that the interior of the hotel also
lives up to expectation,” commented Ilker Hussein, Commercial Director, Laufen
Bathrooms AG.
“We were delighted to work with Tom Dixon and his team in order to help
create beautiful bathroom spaces that help cement the hotel’s reputation as a
luxurious destination in which to stay while visiting London.
For more information, visit www.laufen.com.
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INTO THE WOODS
Text & photos by PaulBernier.com

Inside, a large hickory wall unit, shaped to offer
seating and a place to hang away coats, greets
visitors. It also directs one toward the living space,
a large, generously lit area that culminates in a
cantilevered, screened room with a view of the
mouth of the stream and the lake. On the south
side, the exterior wall makes way for a large glazed
surface that opens onto the forest. During summer,
the trees, like the green roof, create a natural screen
to shield the house from heat. In winter when the
leaves have fallen, sunlight filters through the forest
and floods the space with warmth and light.
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The materials used for the surfaces are simple and
refined. The white walls and polished cement floors
contrast with the rugged natural surroundings,
allowing the scenery outside to take center stage.
The large open area is occupied by three wooden
masses. They are placed along an axis that draws
one through the sequence of spaces that make up
the living area. Made of hickory, these built-in units
include the storage and bench unit in the entrance,
the kitchen island, and a television and sound
system cabinet. Their functions are barely legible,
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allowing them to remain as abstract as possible in
order to emphasize only their form, material, and
relationship to one another. The kitchen island is in
the center of the space, offering a panoramic view of
the surrounding landscape.
The large built-in unit in the entrance also screens
off the more private areas of the home. Tucked in
behind the ample wooden structure is the access to
the bedrooms, as well as the staircase that leads to
the reading room atop the green roof. Upstairs, the
wood-paneled space offers a quiet retreat from the
rest of the house.
For more information, visit www.paulbernier.com.
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EARTHWORKS by original style

A CLASS IN
GEOMETRY
Text and photo credits:
To the individual manufacturers mentioned in this article.

As we edge into summer’s lively song, I am sure the cheery task of revitalizing your home
with a fresh splash of colour has come closer and closer to the forefront of your “home
ideas” mental catalogue. Instead of pushing it into next year, as we always do, why not
make a conscious effort to get into it this year?
Across the board, A-list designers have declared geometric designs and marble to make
a spectacular show of themselves this year, inadvertently rushing furniture giants into a
flurry to get their symmetrical game face on. I must say I welcome this colourful trend
with glee – we all could do with a little more jazz in our lives.
Here are five different surfaces, varying in style and materials, which can suit any home:

Walk The Sea
by Delessard
The sculptural glass ceiling, with a prismatic shape and tones is
illustrating its underwater magic, becoming a form representation
of the refraction of natural light on the water and denser water as
Nemo and his accomplices may have seen. The key aspect of this
element is the extraordinary bookcase aboard the Nautilus that
Jean de Lessard has conceptualized and successfully integrated
in his design. In one fluid motion, the striking honeycomb ceiling
becomes a sweeping tsunami of shelves. This is a simple, practical
and ingenious way to maximize the store area surface.
For more information, visit www.delessard.com.

surface feature| a class in geometry

Dark Matter
by Baptise Debombourg
By walking through the installation, these surface appearances or
ambiguous visions are revealed – generated by its mirrored aspect.
The transformation of the space, induced by the white, almost totemic
shape of the wall - the remaining segment of the room’s original state highlights the unreliable nature of reflections. The cracks condition the
corners, which de-condition the body, whose position becomes critical.
The mask, installed where the flow is interrupted, reproduces this vision
indefinitely by diffracting the glass, and reflects a shifting image of
appearance and disappearance for the viewer... "A reflection is a presence
that has no place / does not occur."
For more information, visit www.baptistedebombourg.com.
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A Noir Affair
by Ceratec
With origins dating back to the Roman Empire, this format has gone
through history and this classic look resurfaces yet again with a smooth
and organic mixture of three perfectly matched colours to create a
geometric and architectural decor. Once confined to the bathroom
floors, the hex is now becoming an important decorative element that
nicely blends with classic and contemporary interiors.
For more information, visit www.ceratec.com.
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Pop Art
by Roy Lichtenstein
The POP is a milestone in the history of the art. Its colour palette has roots in the
50s and remains as fresh as ever. Its rectangular 5x13 format is highly dynamic,
and ideal for a backsplash or an eye-popping wall covering. It is also available
in four original textures that create a sensual, almost organic energy. With its
invigorating colours and lustre, your space will be anything but anonymous:
the Pop brings excitement to your whole interior. Show your colours!
For more information, visit www.ceratec.com.
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Wood All Over
by Produce
The primary materials used are maple-veneered
plywood for the volumes and solid pine strips for the
trellis. They are selected for their light colour so that
the structure acts like a blank canvas on which the two
shops can fill with colours with their variety of products.
The light coloured maple and pine also helps contrast
with the darker colours of the SOTA atrium.
For more information, visit www.produce.com.sg.
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by Ragno
A base of porcelain stoneware with a dash
of parquet effect, Ragno Woodessence is
an excellent solution for those in search
of a wood-look stoneware floor covering.
Two different timbers, oak in beige, brown,
inspire the size 10x70 Woodessence tiles
and honey colors offering residential and
contract markets a different intimacy with
nature. The selection comes in grey and
walnut as well.
www.sbh.com.sg
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by Mirage Floors
With its 7-3/4” planks available in lengths
of up to 82”, Mirage satisfies even the
most demanding design and originality
criteria. These planks boast a full array of
natural characteristics unique to wood:
character and milling marks, open and
closed knots, mineral streaks, cracks,
surface holes, and hairline cracks.
www.miragefloors.com
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by Alhambra Home & Garden
This
complex
patchwork
pattern
from Alhambra Tiles have performed
spectacularly at the new Nico Osteria
seafood restaurant at the Thomspon
Hotel, Chicago. It lends a 80’s, plush
royalty touch to its surroundings and
provide a warm glow to the room.
Home-owners can choose to pair it with
plain brown patterns for a prominent
contrast.
www.alhambrahome.co.uk
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by Original Style
Exeter based tile manufacturer and
distributor, Original Style, has announced
the launch of more than 50 new natural
stone tiles into its Earthworks collection.
Whilst new sizes have been added
to popular existing products, such as
Byzantine Bronze travertine tiles (shown
top) the company has also expanded its
collection to include a carefully curated
selection of new products.
www.originalstyle.com
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by Winchester Tile
An unconventional design, these charming
hand-painted bugs bring life to any area.
With interesting characters such as bees,
caterpillars and butterflies, this handmade
and hand-painted ceramic tiles can serve
as a identifying factor for any allocation
garden space in the home.
www.winchestertiles.com
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by Hafary
In line with the strong ability to set trends,
Digitalart, the new collection of Ceramica
Sant’Agostino, bursts into the world of
fashion using the artistic graphics of tissue
and defining a new ornamental code
for the most advanced ceramic material.
Digitalart does not limit to translating the
style of texture but interprets it artistically
through a graphic key, with a chromatic
movement of empty and full, alternated
through visual sequences that become a
language.
www.hafary.com.sg
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by NBJ Architecture
A strong interiority contrasts with the
outside. It offers a warm, enveloping
and remarkable atmosphere up to the
solemnity of the events it hosts. One of
the key elements of the wedding room
lays in its ceiling which carries both
technical stakes (such as lights) and
aesthetic ones. This architectural element
brings an overall dynamics within the
room and provides a well integrated
marked molding.
www.nbj-archi.com
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LE JEUNE by maxime moreau

TINY BATHROOM
SPACES
cover story | tiny bathroom spaces

Product Highlights: Fonte Monica by Rexa,
Barrierarm Allure by Grohe, Laufen Palace
by Roca and Curiosity by Agape
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Feeling crammed lately? Tell me about it.
In a country as small as ours, it is little surprise that we are constantly out of
space. As our homes get smaller, we become more motivated to seek out
ways to maximise our quarters. In recent years, small homes have grown
to become a trend, prompting industry giants such as IKEA to showcase
tiny 23sq feet homes, inspiring homeowners to take a closer look at what
exactly is eating up their space.
The key to maximizing space isn’t just in dual-function furniture, but
rather, in eliminating the unnecessary. Take the bathroom, for example.
How much space are you leaving unused under your sink? I would guess a
bucket or two. What about behind the mirror? Nobody needs that large a
medicine cabinet! You get the idea.
Now the vital question is – how do we package tiny spaces in the most
attractive way? With sleekness, of course! Think clean, crisp lines and
polished, reflective surfaces. Nothing comes with minimalism quite as well
as a sleek, silver stove or a stylish marble sink.
Here are four different bathroom sinks, varying in mood and style, all
serving the dual purpose of functionality and aesthetic keenness:
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FONTE MONICA BY REXA DESIGN
Monica Graffeo’s Fonte is a simple sink concept
pulled apart and re-assembled back together, now
inculcating storage compartments and a bathroom
essentials display. The easy, wood finish lends a
warm glow to the bathroom, making it a cosy place
to start the day with a freshening bath.
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LAUFEN PALACE
Text and Photos by ROCA SINGAPORE
Famed for their stylish design, Roca takes on a mighty
responsibility of storage in their Laufen Palace collection.
The ceramic counter top dives lightly into two separate
hand basins, complete with stainless steels taps. This sleek
structure stands atop four ceramic compartments, allowing
much room for storage. It is complete with a practical
chromed aluminium handrail, a rest stop for towels to dry.
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DAUM ROSE BY THG
Each delicate and ornate DAUM Rose offers
beautiful sculptural qualities and color variation,
perched atop a beautiful curved pedestal with
subtle details on each THG handle. The series is
artfully arranged with a beautiful, wide, curved
spout with intricate fluting on its sides and
stepped pedestal. Erected on a stripped bare
sink, it allows plenty of space for amenities and
towels, ensuring the bathroom’s beauty isn’t
compromised by practicality.
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CURIOUS BY AGAPE
Agape’s curiosity is a fine example of
maximising the bathroom’s horizontal wall
space. This modern structure stretches
across the bathroom provided an array of
functions, from towel racks, to bathroom
essential holders, to a seamlessly activated
faucet for the sink.
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by Roca Singapore
The practical and visual highlight of the
collection is the lavish washbasins. They
come in four widths – the two largest
versions also as double washbasins. All
feature an ample bowl organically formed
out of the angular ceramic block to merge
fluidly with the ample shelf area. The
washbasins can be customised in size at
the factory and even diagonal cuts are
possible – ideal for bespoke hotel and
private bathrooms – and where the builder
or architect wishes to retain the authentic
ceramic look. Before the ceramics are
fired at the factory, the cut edges can be
concealed by a ceramic covering so that
no joins are visible – a technical innovation
that again underscores the consummate
skill of the Swiss bathroom specialist.
www.laufen.com
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by Maxime Moreau
Spaces and furniture serve untraditional
functions. For example, instead of a typical
dining room, there is an open space area
between the kitchen, living room and
terrace, with furniture tailored to the
occupants’ needs. While they generally eat
at the kitchen island, they also have the
option of serving meals on a low coffee
table that folds and rises to form a more
traditional dining room table. This flexibility
of functional space and simple furnishings
makes it even easier to turn outward and
move the dining area outside during the
summer. The contemporary white furniture
juxtaposes perfectly with the wood terrace,
with its long bench, its light concealed in a
niche and its fence for privacy.
www.openform.ca
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by BRAVAT Singapore Pte Ltd
The PHILLIS bathroom suite is a modern
and contemporary collection that adds
personality to any bathroom space.
Characterised by clear and simple lines, the
suite can be configured to meet the needs
and demands of varying users, including
large families. Merging quality materials
with excellent design, the Phillis bathroom
suite brings together comfort and pleasure
in the bathroom. The collection evokes all
the pleasures of life in the modern era- be
it having a dynamic personality or a respect
for freedom.
www.bravat.com.sg
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by Cosentino
Dekton by Cosentino ultra-compact
surface is a new and innovative category
of surfaces created with the objective of
becoming a global leader in the world of
architecture and design both for indoor
and outdoor spaces. It is the result of an
investment of 128 million euros and 22,000
hours of research and development,
making it the perfect partner for designers
and architects throughout the world.
Its highly polished surface makes it a
quintessential material for bathtubs.
www.dekton.com.sg
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by Wetstyle
The new Wetstyle line includes three
freestanding soaking tub designs and a
new all-wood furniture collection with
a slim profile integrated washbasin.
Designed to make a statement in smaller
bathroom spaces, the W2 line offers
elegant transitional designs at valuebased price points. The W2 Cloud Tub has
a delicately rolled rim and beautiful lines
that give it a timeless transitional look. The
tub transforms into a statement piece with
the addition of an optional base.
www.wetstyle.ca/w2
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by Kon
KON releases their proudest collection yet.
A minimalist 3k glaze, imported specially
from Japan, primarily defines their newest
contemporary ceramic sanitary collection.
For this collection, a special treatment
process and high-pressure casting was
implemented during the manufacturing
stage. After 24 hours of continuous high
temperature at 1260 °C , the fired ceramic
has a glazed, smooth, and high-gloss
appearance with no pores.The result is
an anti-crack and durable product, with
a water absorption rate of less than 0.5
per cent. Easy to clean and maintain, the
sanitary ware also comes with a toilet
collection, whose defining feature is its
height, making it suitable for all users.
Ergonomic in design, Kon’s new collection
provides users an extreme level of comfort.
www.kon.com.cn
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CITTERIO E
by Hansgrohe
www.hansgrohe.com.sg

The Axor Citterio E fixtures are characterized by a balanced
contrast of smooth shapes, clean lines and precious surfaces
– features of elegance and high quality, respectively. Soft
and slender mixer handles characterize the entire collection’s
design, as in the single lever faucet with its modern and upright
joystick handle, or in the 3-hole mixers with their classic crosshandles. All 37 products that make up the collection share a
visually appealing and harmonious look that complements a
variety of styles, from art nouveau to modern urban.

ROSE
by THG
www.thgstyle.com

Each delicate and ornate DAUM Rose offers beautiful sculptural
qualities and color variation, perched atop a beautiful curved
pedestal with subtle details on each THG handle. The series
is artfully arranged with a beautiful, wide, curved spout with
intricate fluting on its sides and stepped pedestal. Captivating
with gorgeous symmetry, Rose offers sculptural grace to
the bath and is suitable for traditional to contemporary
environments.

STARCK
by Duravit
www.duravit.us

Riding the minimalist wave, Starck adds a streamline to the
traditional faucet, transforming the handle to arch at an
almost-straight angle, making it easier for users to turn the tap
on with a quick flick of the wrist or single push of the finger.
Complete with a reflective finish, this is one of Duravit’s many
steps into revitalizing the modern bathroom.
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BOW INLINE
by Rubine
www.rubine.com.sg

Made with proud Swiss technology, BOW Inline embraces all
the fantastic features of Rubine’s Top and Pro series into one
water heater. This is the first instant electric water heater to
integrate both rain and hand showers sets. With the built-in
ceramic disk diverter at the heater’s front panel, you can easily
switch between a hand or a refreshing 180 degree rotating rain
shower experience. Other than the elegant design and Active
Air (exclusive to Rubine) technology, this heater is seamless
to install. The lower mounting bracket of the shower rod is
flexible, hence allowing easy adjustment to the ideal height
before securing it into the wall.

RAINDANCE
by Hansgrohe
www.hansgrohe.com.sg

The new Raindance Select E 300 3jet Showerpipe marks the entry
of the all-round comfort programme into the shower domain. The
bathroom and sanitation specialist Hansgrohe (www.hansgrohe.
com) has combined high-end elements with the new Hansgrohe
Select technology to create a harmonious shower system where
water pleasure can be controlled with the simple press of a button.

8.50 litres/min

Shower Taps and Mixers
Hansgrohe
27127
SHT-2014/015898

ESSENTIAL
by Roca Singapore
www.sg.roca.com

Roca’s Essential collection features their stylish hydro-massage
thermostatic showerhead, an effortlessly chic piece that is as
functionally impressive as it looks. With both lumbar and neck jet
function, this wall-mounted showerhead is complete with a matt,
stainless steel finish.
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MEMOIRS
by Kohler
www.kohler.com

With rich detailing reminiscent of crown molding, Memoirs
brings classic architectural style to your bathroom. The bath is
constructed of durable cast iron with a slip-resistant bottom
coating for many years of reliable use. Pair this timeless
design with other products in the Memoirs collection for a
sophisticated bathroom ensemble.

CIRCULAR
by Roca
www.roca.com.sg

The teak details of Roca’s collection Circular make it a standout
against the ceramic base. With two mobile headrests for easy
reclining anywhere in the tub, Circular combines functionality
with looks. It comes complete with a hand-shower and waterfall.

GIANO
by Rexa
www.rexadesign.it

Giano is a collection with squared and easy shapes that offers
bathtubs and washbasins with geometrical edges. To complete
the collection there are big drawers, smart and elegant,
with fronts made in light and natural colors, adding a splash
of liveliness into the bathroom. The Giano bathtub can be
matched with washbasin fronts and with shower tray slats.
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SIMPSONS
by Simpsons
www.crosswater.co.uk

Having flexibility combined with flawless design is central
to all Simpsons’ shower enclosures. Designed to suit all
bathroom environments, the Simpsons Design Double Sided
Walk In enclosures ensures a chic upgrade to your bathroom,
with the polished glass panels and minimal hinges.

COLONADE
by Matki
www.matki.co.uk

Combining the practical with the impressive, Matki’s straight
Colonade Sliding Door configurations are almost architectural
in feel. The toughened Safety Glass door slides effortlessly open
to reveal a generous interior, framed by the sleek but robust
aluminum infrastructure.

HART
by C.P. Hart
www.cphart.co.uk

Hailing from bathroom giant C.P. Hart, the Hart Floor Shower
Tray is a contemporary styled piece, measuring 900 x 900mm. It
is floor-mounted and made of enameled steel. Its simple, easyto-complement design allows its accompanying furnishings to
stand out.
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FLOWER
by Hastings Tile and Bath
www.hastingstilebath.com

This collection’s flower pedestal basins are equipped with
exquisite sweeping curves that mirror their namesake. The
fiberglass construction is finished in a glass-pigment resin
for an outstanding color. Finishes are available in red, white,
black, gold leaf and silver leaf.

MOONSTONE
by Neutra
www.neutradesign.it

Neutra is a relatively new brand, but one that springs from a
long heritage in stone and natural materials. Ten years ago, they
began collaborating with international designers, resulting in
their current stylish collections. The Neutra Duo Washbasin has
its base in light marble, complemented with a stainless steel
tap.

LE GIARE
by Cielo
www.ceramicacielo.it

Le Giares’ smooth egg-shaped exterior and perfect circular
interior establish its style credentials from the very first glance.
Designed for Cielo by Claudio Silvestrin, this collection is
defined by its sinuous geometric design austere but not
extreme contemporary but not ostentatious. It is a true
sculptural work of art.
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HALL
by Roca Singapore
www.sg.roca.com

Roca introduces a new concept of urinal that does not
require water or electricity to be used. The Hall Flush-Free
urinal’s innovative system employs a cartridge to prevent
unpleasant odors by means of the emission of air with lemon
scent, avoiding the waste of water and energy. The cartridge
is easy to be replaced after every 6,000 cycles.

ALESSI ONE
by Laufen
www.laufen.com

Reputed for their pioneering design, Laufen presents the Alessi
One collection, featuring a mix of eccentric style, effortless
curves and sensuous forms. The Alessi One Close-Coupled Pen
is a curiously round piece, defying traditional w.c. designs.

ZONE
by Catalano
www.catalano.it

The ultra-modern Zone collection represents the best of Italian
bathroom design. Each of the pieces features sharp lines and
a robust feel that gives this range of basins, sanitary ware and
accessories real presence. Zone has an aura of contemporary
style with a hint of traditional form at the core.
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TULIP
by Hastings Tile and Bath
www.hastingstilebath.com

The Tulip Swiveling Mirror Cabinet allows easy access to
bathroom articles by swiveling cabinet to back shelves, which
hide articles when not in use. It includes 4 easily accessible
hidden shelves in back of cabinet and a full-length mirror in
front of cabinet. It comes in three standard colors; matte white,
cappuccino and black.

ROYAL UNIVERSE
by Keuco
www.keuco.com

Keuco combines the use of innovative LED technology with
high-grade storage space. The design is characterized by the
delicate light, which gives the classic design of the mirror
cabinet a more modern look. The Royal Universe cabinet can be
combined with every piece of bathroom furniture and the most
diverse styles. Mirrored all round, it creates a stylish ambience.

UNIVERSAL ACCESSORIES
by Hansgrohe
www.hansgrohe.com.sg

Modular, multi-functional, and universally applicable: for the
first time, Axor, the designer brand of Hansgrohe, is introducing
a comprehensive system of accessories that consists of handles,
bars, and shelf elements – the Axor Universal Accessories. These
products can be used individually or as a systems solution in
bathrooms, and, to some extent, in kitchens.
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RE-DEFINING
THE KITCHEN
Product Highlights: AI442 and AI240 by Gaggenau, ThermoCeramix by DownTown Grill,
Giga X8C by Edika, Carat by Kayiwa, AboutWater by Fantini + Boffi, C’est Chic by Chic and Basta
What is the most important room in a home to you?
In a survey conducted by Allworth Homes, the kitchen/ dining area was ranked the
most important room to 87% of the 115 Australia respondents. Considering how
Asians families firmly believe in having meals together in the dining room, we can
expect that percentage to surge more if we applied the survey here.
Since we have established that the kitchen is one of the most important rooms in
any home, wouldn’t the next logical course of action be to jazz it up? Take a detour
from traditional designs and give these a look!
Here are six suggested additions, ready to take a spin on your kitchen:
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Giga x8C
by EDIKA

Known for the design, ergonomic
conception
and
state-of-the-art
technology of its machines, Jura is
always working towards creating
the perfect “coffee experience”. The
GIGA X8c Professional machine is
ideal for companies, especially due
to its speed function, allowing it to
prepare coffee ultra-quickly. It can
hold up to 29 programmable coffee
specialties. It comes with 2 ceramic
disk professional grinders.

AI240

by Gaggenau
The AI240 island hood in box design sets a strong
architectural tone in the kitchen. It comes with an
energy-saving and high-performance fan, which
can be controlled manually by means of three
adjustable power levels. It also features an intensive
mode that is regulated automatically by means of
sensors in accordance with the build-up of cooking
vapours. The rim extraction filters with their flush
stainless steel undersides are easy to remove, and
can be conveniently cleaned in the dishwasher.
This model is available in widths of 90cm or 120cm.
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ThermoCeramix
by Downtown Grill

Ideal for condos and apartments, flameand gas-free, and based on a 100% safe
electric technology, Downtown Grill
products are the answer anywhere
traditional grills aren’t allowed. Because it
plugs into a 120 V 15A W/GFI outlet, it’s as
easy to use as a toaster. The 16 × 10 inch
cooking surface of the Electric Hibachi
is non-stick, and the peripheral groove
collects cooking residues.

AboutWater

by Fantini + Boffi
Aboutwater is a partnership between
two companies: Boffi and Fantini. Their
partnership is based on the concept
of creating an innovative collection of
taps with a modern and elegant design,
conceptually excellent with flawless
production. Every item of the Aboutwater
line is lead free, in compliance with
the most progressive international
standards safeguarding public health: the
Aboutwater faucets do not exceed 0.25%
in lead content.
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C’est Chic

by Chic & Basta
Chic & Basta believe that a people’s soul
is expressed in their objects and craft,
that handmade objects and products of
local artisans made in small series, are
more beautiful, last longer, and ultimately
provide more satisfaction than goods
mass produced by our industrial society.
They put a new spin on traditional
utensils, borrowing elements of wood
and allowing an oriential influence
to guide them through this series of
redesigned kitchenware.

Carat

by Kayiwa
Without a stem or sham, Carat’s equiangular and equilateral polygon form is designed
to rest on any of its many sides. When in this inclined position, the glass increases the
surface of the liquid exposed to air, enhancing aromas and allowing for oxygenation
of fine spirits. The Carat collection also includes a multifunctional wine bucket that can
chill both standard and magnum-sized bottles but can double as a unique flower vase.
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by Reginox
At a glance, Reginox’s PITT commands
immediate attention. Its integrated
burners fit every kind of kitchen
island,making it a contrasting sight to
behold. PITT is equipped with different
burners for different purposes, from
simmering to stir frying. The size of the
pan carriers differs for each pan as well,
offering a safely stable surface and an
unique design wok ring that is both
aesthetically-pleasing and functional. All
main burner parts are portable and can
be easily moved, making after-cooking
worktop cleaning a breeze. PITT by
Reginox enables you to be the designer of
your own cooking area while priding itself
on being the eye catcher in your kitchen.
www.reginox.com
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by SieMatic Montreal
With its fluid lines, elegant fitting systems,
and exceptional functionality, the S2
represents the quintessential spirit of
SieMatic. The SC introduces some of the
German brand’s technical innovations,
including
Multimatic,
an
interior
fitting system that has won numerous
international design awards, makes
it possible to completely customize
cabinets to gain up to 30% more storage
space, and the SieMatic lighting system, a
horizontal LED fixture whose intensity and
colour can be modulated. Multipurpose,
it fits into cabinets, can be used as an
individual shelf, and can anchor various
functional elements and accessories.
www.siematic-montreal.com
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by Hauteur d’Homme
The objective of the NOAH model is to offer
customers a product that is young, chic
and affordable. The island offers a variety
of solid wood drawers in its upper portion,
a lunch counter on the long side or the
short side short and open spaces for the
European in its lower part. Wooden slats
are also included on the first level in order
to make the visual link with the drawers.
The metal structure is it custom made and
is available in an unlimited selection of
colors.
www.hh.ca
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by Cuisine Steam
At Cuisines Steam, ingenuity and
craftsmanship are always at the helm
of the design process. Every detail was
researched and thought through in order
to offer a functional and tidy space with
a dash of excitement and surprise. The
folding and sliding door mechanism offers
up a hidden counter to store and use small
appliances. The interior of this section is
finished in wood veneer in order to create
a contrast with the light-colored exterior.
In so doing, this section emanates a warm
and welcoming feeling when it is open and
offers up a dual life to the otherwise sleek
exterior.
www.cuisinesteam.ca
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by Boffi
This kitchen is simplified in type and
modules; available in different finishes
compared to the existing range. It has
no handle, but is instead fitted with push
opening on lower drawers and tall unit
doors. The worktop is characterized by an
under-top indent used as a handle and
an integrated top structure, 12mm thick,
in different materials. Boiserie shelves
complete the system and can be mounted
on top or on the wall as storage shelves.
www.boffi.com
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by Cesar
Cesar Kitchen’s collection, Elle, has bold
lines that define rigorous and spectacular,
eye-catching arrangements. It stands out
due to the 45-degree edges of its doors,
worktops and end supporting panels. The
Peninsular food preparation unit I made of
heat-treated oak.
www.cesar.it
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by Hauteur d’Homme
À Hauteur d’homme is launching its allnew hard wood kitchen lines. Entirely
manufactured in Montréal and tailored to
meet the specific needs of each customer,
every kitchen conveys a clean and original
design that will stand the test of time.
The Julie line stands out for its strong
personality and passionate temperament.
European bistro-inspired, it incorporates
stainless steel and uses open storage
spaces and tools for expression and
creativity in the kitchen.
www.hh.ca
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by WEIKEN.COM
Weiken.com presents a compact and
modern kitchen for small homes. Instead
of a standalone fridge, this clever
design allows the bulky structure to be
surrounded by shelves, providing a myriad
of storage solutions. The wood cupboards
starkly contrast the sleek ceramic counters.
Additionally, all cupboards are handle-less,
providing a more streamlined impression
to the room.
Project: 308B Punggol Walk
Designer: Eva Lau
www.weiken.com

BCA LICENCE
BUILDER
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by Pure Cuisines
In keeping with a desire to achieve
visual clarity, the kitchen is treated as an
architectural object that forms an integral
part of the overall space. Pure Cuisines
designed an immense island – 3.75 by
1.3 metres – and a full-height wall unit
to emphasize the space’s verticality. The
choice of stainless steel for the work surface
stemmed from the desire to achieve a
high-tech industrial look reminiscent of a
professional kitchen.
www.purecuisines.com
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1st International Exhibition on Building Materials,
Architecture, Interior Design, Furniture & Decor in Cambodia

9-11 June 2016

Diamond Island Convention & Exhibition Center
Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Fast Facts
• Minimum 7% GDP growth expected for the next few years.
• Political and social stability good for business investment.
• Overall supply in Phnom Penh expected to rise by 534% by end
of 2018, driven by large-scale projects under Overseas
Cambodia Investment Corporation’s development.
• Condominium market in Phnom Penh continued to expand,
claimed by CBRE in December 2014. Consequently investors
enjoy capital gains of up to 30% from early off-plan purchase.
• Building materials, architecture, interior & decor ranked among
top demand of construction driven by rapid urbanization.

We Connect You to Building &
Construction Business in CAMBODIA
www.cambodiaarchitectdecor.com
ICVeX Company Limited
Email : info@icvex.com
Fax
: +662-713-3034
Tel
: +662-713-3033
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FLUSH HOB
marketed by Casa
www.ef.com.sg

A triple treat, EF new line of Flush Hob Series combines the
spirit of beauty, practicality and reliability. This new sleek series
features stylish hobs leveled with table tops, enabling the
burners placed underneath to be more efficient due to minimal
heat loss. This also guarantees that you never worry about the
wind interrupting your flame again. What’s more, all EF hobs
are inbuilt with an assurance of top-level safety measures. Users
can look forward to high quality time spent in the kitchen.

LINCOLN ELECTRIC
marketed by Broseley
www.broseleyfires.com

The Broseley Lincoln electric stove incorporates a
thermostatically controlled fan heater with an output of up
to 2kW. The controls are discretely positioned behind the ash
door. With a choice of finishes and door furniture, the Broseley
Lincoln can be personalised to suit your decor. As an added
bonus the Broseley Lincoln can be operated with the doors
open.

GRILL PLATE
marketed by Eurolux
www.eurolux-pfanne.de

All products are made using the proven hand-cast permanent
mold process and high-quality aluminum alloy from German
foundries. Each product is made by hand. Cast aluminum conducts
heat seven times faster than iron / steel. The elaborate production
process allows cookware to heat up quickly with optimal energy
efficiency, excellent heat storage and even heat distribution at all
times.
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BIBQ1205H
marketed by Smeg
www.smeg.fr

The Smeg barbecue is one of the most powerful on the market,
with a power of 20 kilowatts broadcast by 5 burners and a large
cooking surface of 90 cm. Smeg elite-built barbecue measures
by 90 cm and is complete with a cooking lid. It employs a
brushed stainless steel finish for all external and internal
surfaces.

MAXXIMUM
marketed by Bosch
www.bosch.com.sg

The eagerly-anticipated Bosch MaxxiMUM SensorControl
Kitchen Machine has finally arrived in Singapore. This ultimate
kitchen machine from the Master Gourmet collection makes
light work of any creation for the ambitious home cook and
baker, and delivers an outstanding culinary experience with a
1,600W motor – the most powerful motor on the market. The
new Sensor Control function automatically recognizes when
the optimum stiffness of cream and whipped egg whites has
been reached, and stops beating as soon as the desired result is
achieved. This prevents stiff cream from turning into butter.

R-E6800XS
marketed by Hitachi
www.hitachi-ap.com

Hitachi’s eco-friendly refrigerator is Japanese designed and
technology at its finest. Its innovative Aero- care Vege Zone creates
an optimal environment that sustains freshness and nutrients in
vegetables. Paired with top-of- the-line Vacuum Insulation Panels
and an advanced Frost Recycling Cooling with Hybrid Defrost,
chilled air is evenly and efficiently distributed while preventing
food dehydration.
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K7 F-DIGITAL
marketed by Grohe
www.grohe.com

K7 F-digital introduces a new level of comfort and convenience
to the kitchen sink. Intuitive to operate, a single touch is all it
takes to start and stop the water flow from your kitchen faucet.
With wireless digital technology, the digital controller can be
fixed in a convenient and ergonomic location. In front or to the
side of the sink bowl, on the splashback, or next to the base of
the spout.

ADDISON
marketed by Delta Faucet
www.deltafaucet.com

As consumers increasingly seek to conserve water and energy,
the Addison collection meets their needs with a Multi-Flow™
pull-down wand, providing a way to save water without
sacrificing performance. The Multi-Flow wand allows the user
to toggle easily between spray and stream functionality. For
ordinary tasks, the standard flow rate is a water-efficient 1.5
gallons per minute (gpm) for both modes, a savings of up to 32
percent above industry standard 2.2 gpm in the kitchen.

DXV 3D PRINTED FAUCET
marketed by American Standard
www.americanstandard-us.com

American Standard Brands has cemented its position as a true
innovator in faucet design and engineering with the launch of
the first commercially-available residential faucets created with
additive manufacturing, better known as 3D printing. One design
is an eye-catching mesh of delicate latticework, while the second
faucet has the waterways separated into four thin sections, giving
it a more traditional appearance.
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SYNC
marketed by Dornbracht
www.dornbracht.com

GmbH

Dornbracht's launch of the new Sync kitchen fitting coincides
with the introduction of a new functionality: a pull-down fitting
with a spray function. Because the spout can be extended
downwards, this new function increases the fitting's radius
of action and makes daily tasks in the kitchen much easier to
complete. Sync's dynamic design language skillfully combines
Dornbracht’s iconic high-quality aesthetics with first-class
functionality.

CAIRN
marketed by Kohler
www.us.kohler.com

With soft French curves, the Cairn sink offers transitional style to
suit contemporary and traditional kitchens alike. The Cairn sink is
made of the brand’s exclusive Neoroc, a matte-finish composite
material designed for extreme durability. Richly colored to
complement any countertop, Neoroc resists scratches, stains, and
fading and is highly heat and impact-resistant. This sink includes a
bottom basin rack to keep the surface looking new.

CLARON
marketed by Blanco Germany
www.blanco-germany.com

The Claron sink has a concise 10 mm radius for more design
without sacrificing functional advantages. This elegant design
allows optimum utilization of the bowl capacity thanks to extra
deep bowls and smallest possible radii. The wide product
program makes it possible to have a high number of individual
combinations.
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JERRY CAN BAR
marketed by AHA Life
www.ahalife.com

A conversation starter and a practical piece, this bar cabinet is
crafted from recycled Jerry Cans from World War II, originally used
to hold supplies like gas and water. Old rust and paint have been
removed and a durable, long-lasting powder coating has been
added. Shelves are made of plywood in oak, walnut and smoked
oak for a truly unique and beautiful home bar experience.

INDEX 100
marketed by Joseph Joseph
www.josephjoseph.com

The Joseph Joseph Index 100 Series Chopping Board Set with
stainless steel case is part of the exclusive 100 collection and
combines the highest quality materials with smart looking silver
and black design features making it the best looking chopping
board set yet. Due to its categorization system it makes crosscontamination of different food types highly unlikely.

MOKA EXPRESS
marketed by Bialetti
www.bialetti.com

The Bialetti Moka Express is an icon of Italian design with over
200 million units sold. The classic household coffee-pot for an
excellent cup of Italian coffee. A recent aesthetical evolution with
smoother lines for handle, knob and top and an elegant shiny
finish improves the ergonomics and guarantees top quality with
complete safety. More Italians use Bialetti than any other brand for
their stove top coffee.
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23 – 25 may 2016
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
Malaysia

Kuala Lumpur is gearing up for the sixth edition of ASEAN’s Premier
Mechanical & Electrical Engineering Show that will take place at
the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre from 23-25 May 2016.
The event is endorsed by Malaysia External Trade Development
Corporation (MATRADE) and supported by the Ministry of Energy,
Green Technology and Water (KeTTHA), Construction Industry
Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia, Malaysian Air-Conditioning
& Refrigeration Association (MACRA), and the Institution of
Engineers Malaysia (IEM). We are also delighted to announce the
co-located conference with ASHRAE, American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers Malaysia Chapter
(MASHRAE).
ASEAN M&E Show 2016 holds all the aces in three co-located
events
The three-day biennial show, considered as Southeast Asia’s largest
industry platform, combines three top events: TENAGA - Power &
Electrical Industry Show, GREEN ENERGY ASIA - Green Technology
& Renewable Energy Show and REVAC - Refrigeration, Ventilation
and Air-Conditioning Show.
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Over 350 exhibiting companies have confirmed their participation,
with displays -filling up to 10,000 gross square meters of the entire
ground exhibition halls of KLCC. The show is set to welcome more
than 10,500 trade professionals, decision-makers, potential buyers
and partners from 51 countries in different regions around the world.
REVAC 2016 will see major companies airing new series
REVAC 2016, now in its sixth edition, has been recognized as the
most established Refrigeration, Ventilation & Air-Conditioning
industry show across Southeast Asia, hosting close to 350 exhibiting
companies and crowds of more than 10,500 industry professionals.
Leading HVACR manufacturers and distributors have reserved their
best location on the show ¬floor, with many companies expecting
to unveil all-new HVACR products and latest technology.
REVAC 2016 will bring together the HVACR community under
one roof, providing opportunities to build successful business
relationship, to source and experience exclusive HVACR product
launches as well as obtaining news on the latest technologies,
trends and happenings within the industry.
TENAGA Southeast Asia electrifies their offerings for its
10th edition
TENAGA Southeast Asia’s premier exhibition and conference
dedicated to power and electricity, TENAGA returns to Kuala

Lumpur for its 10th staging. TENAGA 2016 will feature leading
suppliers, sub-suppliers and service providers across the entire
power generation value chain on its exhibition fl¬oor.
With the event’s 18 years of history and success, the yearly growth in
both the number of exhibitors and show space proves that TENAGA
has created a family networking opportunity that is unsurpassed by
any other power and energy event in the Southeast Asian region.
It has managed to build a strong reputation in the region’s power
generation, transmission, distribution and engineering industry.
Green Energy Asia 2016 makes a green footprint
Green Energy Asia 2016, Southeast Asia’s international Green
Energy Exhibition & Conference, will showcases a complete range
of green and renewable technologies in a world-class multi-stream
event. Green Energy Asia 2016 is where the movers and shakers
come together to do business.
The previous edition of Green Energy Asia brought together
the largest group of green technology and renewable energy
developers and supply chain partners seen anywhere in Southeast
Asia. It proved to be the leading business platform in the region for
reaching the green and renewable marketplace, and the industry
hub for exploring new opportunities, forging deals and a platform
for unrivalled networking.
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Calendar of Events
APRIL 2016

Ecobuild SEA 2016
12 - 14 April 2016
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +60 3 2176 8788
Email: ecobuild-sea@ubm.com
Website: www.ecobuildsea.com

JULY 2016

Facilities Management Solutions Expo 2016
26 - 28 April 2016
Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre
Singapore
Tel: +65 6590 3415
Fax: + 65 6319 6140
Email: fmse@sph.com.sg
Website: www.fmse.com.sg

MAY 2016

Architect Expo 2016
26 April - 1 May 2016
IMPACT Challenger
Bangkok, Thailand
Tel: +66 2 717 2477
Fax: +66 2 717 2466
Email: info@TTFintl.co
Website: www.architectexpo.com/2016/

Archidex 2016
20 - 23 July 2016
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: + 603 7982 4668
Fax: + 603 7982 1648
Email: info@archidex.com.my
Website: www.archidex.com.my

SEPTEMBER 2016

BEX Asia 2016
7 - 9 September 2016
Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre
Singapore
Tel: + 65 6780 4671
Fax: + 65 6588 3832
Email: Info@Bex-Asia.Com
Website: www.bex-asia.com
BMAM Expo Asia 2016
21 - 23 September 2016
IMPACT Challenger
Bangkok, Thailand
Tel: + 66(0)2 833 5371
Fax: + 66(0)2 833 5127 9
Email: varamarta@impact.co.th
Website: www.maintenance-asia.com

ASEAN M&E Show 2016
23 - 25 May 2016
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +852 2827 6211
Email: aseanme@ubm.com
Website: aseanmne.com

OCTOBER 2016

Myanmar Build & Décor 2016
6 - 8 October 2016
Myanmar Event Park
Yangon, Myanmar
Tel: + 66 2713-3033
Fax: +66 2713-3034
Email: info@icvex.com
Website: www.myanmarbuilddecor.com

Middle East Stone 2016
23 - 26 May 2016
Dubai World Trade Centre
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 (0) 4 445 3739
Fax: +971 (0) 4 438 0356
Email: info@middleeaststone.com
Website: www.middleeaststone.com

JUNE 2016

Cambodia Architect & Décor 2016
9 - 11 June 2016
Diamond Island Convention & Exhibition Center,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Tel: + 66 2713-3033
Fax: +66 2713-3034
Email: info@icvex.com
Website: www.cambodiaarchitectdecor.com

NOVEMBER 2016

The Big 5 Construct Indonesia
9 - 11 November 2016
Jakarta Convention Centre
Jakarta, Indonesia
Tel: +9714 438 0355
Fax: +9714 438 0356
Email: exhibit@thebig5constructindonesia.com
Website: www.thebig5constructindonesia.com
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